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Introduction: Computer codes provide the only
avenue to studying many aspects of asteroid
collisions and large-scale impacts on the planets, so
there is a significant need to put code calculations of
impacts on a firm and robust basis. The calculation of
cratering and other impact phenomena is extremely
complicated as a result of the complexity of the
behavior of dirt, rocks, ices and other geological
materials. New and more complex models are being
proposed, developed and tried.  Thus it is essential to
verify the efficacy of code results by comparisons to
real data where it is available. The development of
new material models must be coupled to a
comparison of code results to significant benchmark
events.

The database of craters with known conditions
consists of both laboratory impact experiments and
laboratory and field explosive cratering events, but
mostly the latter.  The similarities between these two
types of events is known [6] , so both can be used for
benchmarking calculations. Since the explosive
cratering data has been mainly in DOD reports, it has
not been readily accessible to the Planetary Science
community. As a consequent, researchers commonly
skip important validation steps of their code
development and calculations.

Here we present two new on-line tools to address
this historical deficiency. Both are accessible at
http://keith.aa.washington.edu/craterdata/index.html.

1. The Cratering Database:  Over the past three
decades, R. M. Schmidt, K. R. Housen, and C.
Wauchope at the Boeing Company and K. A.
Holsapple at the Univ. of Washington gathered and
compiled field and experimental explosive cratering
data. That data was greatly augmented by the group's
ongoing explosive and impact cratering experiments,
many conducted on a centrifuge in order to correctly
model the gravitational effects of large events.  All of
that data plus numerous additions has now been put
into an on-line database of over 1500 events (see the
Figure 1).

This database file is an EXCEL file that lists the
details of the event, and the resulting crater
dimensions. It is set up to allow user inputs and
selections for plotting selected subsets by such as
geology type, source type, depths of burial, and so
on. A knowledgeable EXCEL user can reform,
recalculate and analyze the data anyway she/he
wishes.

The EXCEL file also includes a page based on
the Pi-group crater scaling forms of Holsapple,
Housen and Schmidt in various publications [1]-[10].

2.  The Crater Estimator:  This is a newly
developed on-line HTML (javascript) tool to estimate
the crater sizes and shapes for a wide variety of
impact and explosive events (see figure 2 below).  It
is at http://keith.aa.washington.edu/craterdata/scaling/index.htm.   

This tool is based on a synthesis of the database
discussed above, extended greatly using the scaling
methods developed by the authors and R. M.
Schmidt.  For any chosen conditions, for impacts or
explosions, it gives the estimated crater size, shape
and other features for both explosion and impact
craters for terrestrial and solar-system cratering. It
includes simple excavation craters in either of the
strength or gravity-dominated regimes, and also
estimates results for the large complex craters seen
on the moon and other solar system bodies.  It allows
units of choice, and gives all significant crater
characteristics, including dimensions, melt and vapor
masses and ejecta mass and velocity distributions.

Both of these tools will be presented and
demonstrated at the conference.
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Fig. 1. A plot of over 1500 cratering events.

Figure 2: The Crater Estimator Tool
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